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I. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 

Stamp collecting is the collecting of postage stamps and related objects, such as envelopes or packages with stamps 
on them. It is one of the world's most popular hobbies, with estimates of the number of collectors ranging up to twenty 
million in the United States alone. 
        Many casual collectors enjoy accumulating stamps without worrying about the tiny details, but the creation of a 
large or comprehensive collection generally requires some philatelic knowledge. This is especially important for those 
who intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
        Stamp collectors are an important source of revenue for some small countries that create limited runs of elaborate 
stamps designed mainly to be bought by stamp collectors. The stamps produced by these countries far exceed the 
postal needs of the countries. 
        Some collectors, observing the generally rising prices of rare stamps, have taken to Philatelic Investment. Rare 
stamps are among the most portable of tangible investments, and are easy to store. They offer an attractive alternative 
to art, other collectible investments, and precious metals. 
 1. Why have some collectors taken to Philatelic investment? - Because they ________ 
 A.  have observed the generally rising prices of rare stamps. 
 B. have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 C. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 D. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 2. The estimated number of stamp collectors in the United States is _________. 
 A. 12 million B. 22 million C. 20 million D. 21 million 
 3. The word they in paragraph 4 refers to __________. 
 A. Small countries  B. Rare stamps 
 C. The prices of rare stamps D. Stamp collectors  
 4. Philatelic knowledge is especially important for those who _________. 
 A. intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
 B. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 D.  have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
II. Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.  
 5. The flight on it  I  wanted  to travel was fully booked . 
                       A             B         C                        D 
 6.  My father is an accomplishment guitarist.                      

        A                B             C                  D  
 7. Keep   fish  is   my brother's hobby.  

       A       B       C                  D 
 8. Mark's known for ages that his parents are coming to stay with us this weekend, but it was only yesterday did  he  told  me. 
                     A                                                         B                                                                    C                                            D  
III. Circle the best answer for each sentence. 
 9. You (do) ____ your homework yesterday evening? 
 A. Have...done B. Did...do C. Do...do D. Are...doing 
 10.  You should not indulge yourself ____ anything that can form a bad habit. 
 A. at B. on       C. in    D. for  
 11.  ____taught me how to collect butterflies. 
 A. It is my father B. My father C. It was my father whom D.  It was my father  
 12. The most important thing is to keep yourself occupied.  
 A. busy    B. relaxed C. comfortable    D. free 
 13. It was the boy ______I  told you about. 
 A.  that B.  which C.  whose D. All are correct 
 14. How many times  you (see) ___him since he went to Wales?   
 A. had... seen B. have... seen C. has ...seen D. did ... see 
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15. The workers (work) __ in the firm at the moment. 
 A. is working B. were working C. are working D. work 
 16. Experts ………..feel that they are related to the deep wishes and fears of the dreamer. 
 A.  study dreams B.  who dream study C. whose dream study  D.  who study dreams 
 17. It is the woman that _____ English at the language centre. 
 A. had taught B.  has taught C. teaches D. was teaching   
18.  My uncle is interested in................. stamps.   
 A. collects B. collected C.  collect D. collecting         
 19.  There were many scientists at the meeting, several of ____ were very young. 
 A.  which B.  that C.  who D.  whom 
 20.  I like the book ____ you lent me last week.     
 A.  x    B. where C. who D. when  
 21. By the time Bill (get) ___ there, the meeting (start) ___ . 
 A. got/ had started B. had got/ started C. has got/ started D. got/ has started 
 22. The Asian Games have been advancing ……………all aspects.   
 A.  at        B.  for C.  in      D.  on     
IV. Choose a word in each line that has different stress pattern: 
 23.  A. advance B. variety   C. gymnasium D. solidarity 
 24.  A. biology B. participate C. appreciate  D. introduce 
V. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest: 
 25.  A. exactly  B. extinction  C.  exist  D. exhaust 
 26.  A.  sun B.  such  C.  sugar  D.  solar 
 27.  A. pushed  B. stopped                  C.  watched                  D. improved  
VI. Choose the best option to fill in each blank from 28 to 32 
 The 14th Asian Games, (28)_______ were held in Busan, Korea in 2002, attracted 9,919 (29)_______ from 44 
countries. They competed in 38 different sports and won 427 gold medals. The Vietnamese participants took 
(30)_______ in this event with great enthusiasm. Their efforts were much appreciated when they won 2 gold medals 
(31)_______ bodybuilding and billards, and 2 others in women's karatedo. It is hoped that in the near future, Vietnam 
will become a host country and receive more medals in a variety of sports (32)_______. 
 28.  A. at that B. at which C. which D. that 
 29.  A. spectators B. athletes C. viewers D. audience 
 30.  A. notice B. part C. notes D. role 
 31.  A. at B. for C. on  D. in  
 32.  A. problems B. athletes C. cultures  D. events 
VII. Rewrite the sentences as guided in brackets. 

1. A boy’s bike was taken. He visited the police station.  ( whose        → The boy…………………  )  

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

2. We met each other at this tower. ( ADVERBIAL  focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

3. I go to the shop in the centre. It is cheaper.  (that     → The shop in the centre……………… )  

->......................................................................................................................................................................   

4. Reading books keeps me occupied. ( SUBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. I think that my boss is the person. I admire him  most. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

6. Have you seen the book ? I left it here on the desk. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

7. The girl is Helen. I have talked to you about her.  ( whom       → The girl………..  ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

8. I met the same boy yesterday. ( OBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 
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I. Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.  
 1. Keep   fish  is   my brother's hobby.  

       A          B    C                  D 
 2.  My father is an accomplishment guitarist.                      

        A               B             C               D  
 3. Mark's known for ages that his parents are coming to stay with us this weekend, but it was only yesterday did  he  told  me. 

                     A                                                        B                                                                     C                                         D  
 4. The flight on it  I  wanted  to travel was fully booked . 

                     A             B         C                  D 
II. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest: 
 5.  A.  sun B.  sugar  C.  solar D.  such     
 6.  A. extinction  B. exactly  C.  exist  D. exhaust 
 7.  A. stopped                   B. pushed  C. improved  D.  watched                           
III. Choose the best option to fill in each blank from 8 to 12 
 The 14th Asian Games, (8)_______ were held in Busan, Korea in 2002, attracted 9,919 (9)_______ from 44 
countries. They competed in 38 different sports and won 427 gold medals. The Vietnamese participants took 
(10)_______ in this event with great enthusiasm. Their efforts were much appreciated when they won 2 gold medals 
(11)_______ bodybuilding and billards, and 2 others in women's karatedo. It is hoped that in the near future, Vietnam 
will become a host country and receive more medals in a variety of sports (12)_______. 
 8.  A. at that B. which C. that D. at which 
 9.  A. viewers B. spectators C. audience D. athletes 
 10.  A. notice B. notes C. part D. role 
 11.  A. at B. in  C. on  D. for 
 12.  A. problems B. cultures  C. events D. athletes 
IV. Circle the best answer for each sentence. 
 13. Experts ………..feel that they are related to the deep wishes and fears of the dreamer. 
 A.  who study dreams B.  study dreams C.  who dream study  D. whose dream study 
 14. It was the boy ______I  told you about. 
 A.  which B.  that C. All are correct D.  whose   
 15. The workers (work) __ in the firm at the moment. 
 A. were working B. work C. is working D. are working 
 16.  ____taught me how to collect butterflies. 
 A.  It was my father B. It is my father C. My father D. It was my father whom 
 17. You (do) ____ your homework yesterday evening? 
 A. Are...doing B. Did...do C. Do...do D. Have...done 
 18. How many times  you (see) ___him since he went to Wales?   
 A. did ... see B. had... seen C. has ...seen D. have... seen 
 19. By the time Bill (get) ___ there, the meeting (start) ___ . 
 A. had got/ started B. has got/ started C. got/ had started D. got/ has started 
 20. The Asian Games have been advancing ……………all aspects.   
 A.  at        B.  in      C.  on     D.  for 
 21.  I like the book ____ you lent me last week.     
 A. when B.  x    C. who D. where  
 22. The most important thing is to keep yourself occupied. 
 A. busy B. relaxed C. free D. comfortable 
 23.  You should not indulge yourself ____ anything that can form a bad habit. 
 A. in    B. on       C. at D. for  
 24.  There were many scientists at the meeting, several of ____ were very young. 
 A.  that B.  which C.  whom D.  who   
 25. It is the woman that _____ English at the language centre. 
 A. had taught B. was teaching C. teaches D.  has taught  
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26.  My uncle is interested in ........... stamps.   
 A. collects B.  collect C. collected  D. collecting         
V. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 
        Stamp collecting is the collecting of postage stamps and related objects, such as envelopes or packages with 
stamps on them. It is one of the world's most popular hobbies, with estimates of the number of collectors ranging up to 
twenty million in the United States alone. 
        Many casual collectors enjoy accumulating stamps without worrying about the tiny details, but the creation of a 
large or comprehensive collection generally requires some philatelic knowledge. This is especially important for those 
who intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
        Stamp collectors are an important source of revenue for some small countries that create limited runs of elaborate 
stamps designed mainly to be bought by stamp collectors. The stamps produced by these countries far exceed the 
postal needs of the countries. 
        Some collectors, observing the generally rising prices of rare stamps, have taken to Philatelic Investment. Rare 
stamps are among the most portable of tangible investments, and are easy to store. They offer an attractive alternative 
to art, other collectible investments, and precious metals. 
 27. Why have some collectors taken to Philatelic investment? - Because they ________ 
 A. have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 B. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 D.  have observed the generally rising prices of rare stamps. 
 28. The estimated number of stamp collectors in the United States is _________. 
 A. 22 million B. 12 million C. 20 million D. 21 million 
 29. Philatelic knowledge is especially important for those who _________. 
 A. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 B. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C. intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
 D.  have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 30. The word they in paragraph 4 refers to __________. 
 A. Small countries  B. Rare stamps 
 C. Stamp collectors   D. The prices of rare stamps 
 
VI. Choose a word in each line that has different stress pattern: 
 31.  A. introduce B. appreciate  C. participate  D. biology 
 32.  A. gymnasium B. advance C. variety  D. solidarity 
 

VII. Rewrite the entences as guided in brackets. 

1. I think that my boss is the person. I admire him  most. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

2. Have you seen the book ? I left it here on the desk. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

3. The girl is Helen. I have talked to you about her.  ( whom       → The girl………..  ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

4. I met the same boy yesterday. ( OBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. A boy’s bike was taken. He visited the police station.  ( whose        → The boy…………………  )  

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

6. We met each other at this tower. ( ADVERBIAL  focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

7. I go to the shop in the centre. It is cheaper.  (that     → The shop in the centre……………… )  

->......................................................................................................................................................................   

8. Reading books keeps me occupied. ( SUBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 
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I. Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.  
 1.  My father is an accomplishment guitarist.                      

        A               B             C               D  
 2. Mark's known for ages that his parents are coming to stay with us this weekend, but it was only yesterday did  he  told  me. 

                     A                                                       B                                                                       C                                           D  
 3. The flight on it  I  wanted  to travel was fully booked . 

                     A             B            C                         D 
 4. Keep   fish  is   my brother's hobby.  
       A       B       C                  D 
II. Choose a word in each line that has different stress pattern: 
 5.  A. introduce B. participate C. biology D. appreciate    
 6.  A. gymnasium B. variety C. solidarity D. advance   
III. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest: 
 7.  A. exhaust B. exactly  C. extinction  D.  exist     
 8.  A.  sun B.  solar C.  sugar  D.  such     
 9.  A.  watched                  B. pushed  C. improved  D. stopped                   
IV. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 
        Stamp collecting is the collecting of postage stamps and related objects, such as envelopes or packages with 
stamps on them. It is one of the world's most popular hobbies, with estimates of the number of collectors ranging up to 
twenty million in the United States alone. 
        Many casual collectors enjoy accumulating stamps without worrying about the tiny details, but the creation of a 
large or comprehensive collection generally requires some philatelic knowledge. This is especially important for those 
who intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
        Stamp collectors are an important source of revenue for some small countries that create limited runs of elaborate 
stamps designed mainly to be bought by stamp collectors. The stamps produced by these countries far exceed the 
postal needs of the countries. 
        Some collectors, observing the generally rising prices of rare stamps, have taken to Philatelic Investment. Rare 
stamps are among the most portable of tangible investments, and are easy to store. They offer an attractive alternative 
to art, other collectible investments, and precious metals. 
 10. The word they in paragraph 4 refers to __________. 
 A. Rare stamps  B. Stamp collectors  
 C. Small countries  D. The prices of rare stamps 
 11. Philatelic knowledge is especially important for those who _________. 
 A. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 B.  have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 C. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 D. intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
 12. The estimated number of stamp collectors in the United States is _________. 
 A. 21 million B. 12 million C. 20 million D. 22 million 
 13. Why have some collectors taken to Philatelic investment? - Because they ________ 
 A. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 B. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C.  have observed the generally rising prices of rare stamps. 
 D. have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
V. Choose the best option to fill in each blank from 14 to 18 
 The 14th Asian Games, (14)_______ were held in Busan, Korea in 2002, attracted 9,919 (15)_______ from 44 
countries. They competed in 38 different sports and won 427 gold medals. The Vietnamese participants took 
(16)_______ in this event with great enthusiasm. Their efforts were much appreciated when they won 2 gold medals 
(17)_______ bodybuilding and billards, and 2 others in women's karatedo. It is hoped that in the near future, Vietnam 
will become a host country and receive more medals in a variety of sports (18)_______. 
 14.  A. that B. which C. at which D. at that 
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 15.  A. athletes B. spectators C. audience D. viewers 
 16.  A. notes B. part C. role D. notice 
 17.  A. in  B. on  C. for D. at 
 18.  A. problems B. cultures  C. events D. athletes 
VI. Circle the best answer for each sentence. 
 19. Experts ………..feel that they are related to the deep wishes and fears of the dreamer. 
 A.  who dream study B.  who study dreams C.  study dreams D. whose dream study 
 20. The most important thing is to keep yourself occupied. 
 A. busy B. relaxed C. comfortable D. free 
 21.  There were many scientists at the meeting, several of ____ were very young. 
 A.  which B.  who C.  that D.  whom 
 22.  ____taught me how to collect butterflies. 
 A. My father B.  It was my father C. It is my father D. It was my father whom 
 23. You (do) ____ your homework yesterday evening? 
 A. Are...doing B. Do...do C. Have...done D. Did...do 
 24. How many times  you (see) ___him since he went to Wales?   
 A. did ... see B. has ...seen C. had... seen D. have... seen 
 25. It is the woman that _____ English at the language centre. 
 A.  has taught B. had taught C. was teaching D. teaches 
 26. By the time Bill (get) ___ there, the meeting (start) ___ . 
 A. has got/ started B. got/ had started C. had got/ started D. got/ has started 
 27.  I like the book ____ you lent me last week.     
 A.  x    B. who C. when D. where  
 28. The workers (work) __ in the firm at the moment. 
 A. work B. is working C. are working D. were working 
 29. The Asian Games have been advancing ……………all aspects.   
 A.  in      B.  at        C.  on     D.  for 
 30.  You should not indulge yourself ____ anything that can form a bad habit. 
 A. for B. in    C. on       D. at 
 31. It was the boy ______I  told you about. 
 A.  that B.  whose C. All are correct D.  which    
 32.  My uncle is interested in ____ stamps.   
 A. collecting         B. collects C.  collect D. collected 

 
VII. Rewrite the sentences as guided in brackets. 

1. I think that my boss is the person. I admire him  most. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

2. I go to the shop in the centre. It is cheaper.  (that     → The shop in the centre……………… )  

->......................................................................................................................................................................   

3. Reading books keeps me occupied. ( SUBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

4. The girl is Helen. I have talked to you about her.  ( whom       → The girl………..  ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. I met the same boy yesterday. ( OBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

6. A boy’s bike was taken. He visited the police station.  ( whose        → The boy…………………  )  

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

7. We met each other at this tower. ( ADVERBIAL  focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

8. Have you seen the book ? I left it here on the desk. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 
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I. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 
        Stamp collecting is the collecting of postage stamps and related objects, such as envelopes or packages with 
stamps on them. It is one of the world's most popular hobbies, with estimates of the number of collectors ranging up to 
twenty million in the United States alone. 
        Many casual collectors enjoy accumulating stamps without worrying about the tiny details, but the creation of a 
large or comprehensive collection generally requires some philatelic knowledge. This is especially important for those 
who intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
        Stamp collectors are an important source of revenue for some small countries that create limited runs of elaborate 
stamps designed mainly to be bought by stamp collectors. The stamps produced by these countries far exceed the 
postal needs of the countries. 
        Some collectors, observing the generally rising prices of rare stamps, have taken to Philatelic Investment. Rare 
stamps are among the most portable of tangible investments, and are easy to store. They offer an attractive alternative 
to art, other collectible investments, and precious metals. 
 1. Philatelic knowledge is especially important for those who _________. 
 A.  have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 B. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 D. intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
 2. Why have some collectors taken to Philatelic investment? - Because they ________ 
 A.  have observed the generally rising prices of rare stamps. 
 B. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 D. have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 3. The word they in paragraph 4 refers to __________. 
 A. Stamp collectors   B. Small countries 
 C. The prices of rare stamps D. Rare stamps 
 4. The estimated number of stamp collectors in the United States is _________. 
 A. 21 million B. 20 million C. 12 million D. 22 million 
II. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest: 
 5.  A.  exist  B. exhaust C. extinction  D. exactly    
 6.  A.  such  B.  sugar  C.  solar D.  sun 
 7.  A. stopped                   B. improved  C. pushed  D.  watched                           
III. Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.  
 8.  My father is an accomplishment guitarist.                      

        A               B             C               D  
 9. Mark's known for ages that his parents are coming to stay with us this weekend, but it was only yesterday did  he  told  me. 

                     A                                                          B                                                                    C                                            D  
 10. Keep   fish  is   my brother's hobby.  
            A       B    C                  D 
 11. The flight on it  I  wanted  to travel was fully booked . 

                        A             B         C                        D 
IV. Choose a word in each line that has different stress pattern: 
 12.  A. introduce B. appreciate  C. biology D. participate  
 13.  A. variety B. gymnasium C. advance D. solidarity 
V. Choose the best option to fill in each blank from 14 to 18 
 The 14th Asian Games, (14)_______ were held in Busan, Korea in 2002, attracted 9,919 (15)_______ from 44 
countries. They competed in 38 different sports and won 427 gold medals. The Vietnamese participants took 
(16)_______ in this event with great enthusiasm. Their efforts were much appreciated when they won 2 gold medals 
(17)_______ bodybuilding and billards, and 2 others in women's karatedo. It is hoped that in the near future, Vietnam 
will become a host country and receive more medals in a variety of sports (18)_______. 
 14.  A. that B. at which C. which D. at that 
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15.  A. audience B. spectators C. athletes D. viewers 
 16.  A. notes B. role C. notice D. part 
 17.  A. for B. at C. on  D. in  
 18.  A. problems B. events C. cultures  D. athletes 
VI. Circle the best answer for each sentence. 
 19.  There were many scientists at the meeting, several of ____ were very young. 
 A.  who B.  which C.  that D.  whom 
 20. The workers (work) __ in the firm at the moment. 
 A. were working B. work C. is working D. are working 
 21. The most important thing is to keep yourself occupied. 
 A. busy B. relaxed C. free D. comfortable 
 22. It was the boy ______I  told you about. 
 A.  whose B.  that C.  which D. All are correct 
 23. Experts ………..feel that they are related to the deep wishes and fears of the dreamer. 
 A.  who dream study B.  study dreams C. whose dream study  D.  who study dreams 
 24.  ____taught me how to collect butterflies. 
 A. It was my father whom B. My father C.  It was my father  D. It is my father  
 25. The Asian Games have been advancing ……………all aspects.   
 A.  for B.  on     C.  in      D.  at         
 26.  You should not indulge yourself ____ anything that can form a bad habit. 
 A. for B. in    C. at D. on       
 27. By the time Bill (get) ___ there, the meeting (start) ___ . 
 A. got/ has started B. got/ had started C. has got/ started D. had got/ started 
 28.  My uncle is interested in ____ stamps.   
 A. collects B. collected C. collecting         D.  collect   
 29. It is the woman that _____ English at the language centre. 
 A. teaches B. had taught C. was teaching D.  has taught  
 30. How many times  you (see) ___him since he went to Wales?   
 A. have... seen B. did ... see C. has ...seen D. had... seen 
 31. You (do) ____ your homework yesterday evening? 
 A. Do...do B. Are...doing C. Have...done D. Did...do 
 32.  I like the book ____ you lent me last week.     
 A. who B.  x    C. when D. where  

VII. Rewrite the sentences as guided in brackets. 

1. I go to the shop in the centre. It is cheaper.  (that     → The shop in the centre……………… )  

->......................................................................................................................................................................   

2. Reading books keeps me occupied. ( SUBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

3. The girl is Helen. I have talked to you about her.  ( whom       → The girl………..  ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

4. I met the same boy yesterday. ( OBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. A boy’s bike was taken. He visited the police station.  ( whose        → The boy…………………  )  

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

6. I think that my boss is the person. I admire him  most. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

7. We met each other at this tower. ( ADVERBIAL  focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

8. Have you seen the book ? I left it here on the desk. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
Họ và tên: …………………………………… 

Phòng thi: …………………………………… 

Số báo danh: ………………………………… 
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I. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 
        Stamp collecting is the collecting of postage stamps and related objects, such as envelopes or packages with 
stamps on them. It is one of the world's most popular hobbies, with estimates of the number of collectors ranging up to 
twenty million in the United States alone. 
        Many casual collectors enjoy accumulating stamps without worrying about the tiny details, but the creation of a 
large or comprehensive collection generally requires some philatelic knowledge. This is especially important for those 
who intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
        Stamp collectors are an important source of revenue for some small countries that create limited runs of elaborate 
stamps designed mainly to be bought by stamp collectors. The stamps produced by these countries far exceed the 
postal needs of the countries. 
        Some collectors, observing the generally rising prices of rare stamps, have taken to Philatelic Investment. Rare 
stamps are among the most portable of tangible investments, and are easy to store. They offer an attractive alternative 
to art, other collectible investments, and precious metals. 
 1. Why have some collectors taken to Philatelic investment? - Because they ________ 
 A.  have observed the generally rising prices of rare stamps. 
 B. have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 C. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 D. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 2. Philatelic knowledge is especially important for those who _________. 
 A. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 B.  have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 C. intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
 D. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 3. The estimated number of stamp collectors in the United States is _________. 
 A. 22 million B. 20 million C. 12 million D. 21 million 
 4. The word they in paragraph 4 refers to __________. 
 A. Small countries  B. Rare stamps 
 C. Stamp collectors   D. The prices of rare stamps 
 
II. Choose the best option to fill in each blank from 5 to 9 
 The 14th Asian Games, (5)_______ were held in Busan, Korea in 2002, attracted 9,919 (6)_______ from 44 
countries. They competed in 38 different sports and won 427 gold medals. The Vietnamese participants took 
(7)_______ in this event with great enthusiasm. Their efforts were much appreciated when they won 2 gold medals 
(8)_______ bodybuilding and billards, and 2 others in women's karatedo. It is hoped that in the near future, Vietnam will 
become a host country and receive more medals in a variety of sports (9)_______. 
 5.  A. that B. at that C. at which D. which 
 6.  A. viewers B. audience C. spectators D. athletes 
 7.  A. part B. role C. notes D. notice 
 8.  A. for B. in  C. on  D. at 
 9.  A. cultures  B. events C. problems D. athletes 
II. Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.  
 10. Keep   fish  is   my brother's hobby.  

         A          B    C                  D 
 11. The flight on it  I  wanted  to travel was fully booked . 

                         A             B         C                         D 
 12. Mark's known for ages that his parents are coming to stay with us this weekend, but it was only yesterday did  he  told  me. 

                        A                                                         B                                                                      C                                          D  
 13.  My father is an accomplishment guitarist.                      

        A                   B             C               D  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Choose a word in each line that has different stress pattern: 
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 14.  A. introduce B. appreciate  C. biology D. participate  
 15.  A. variety B. advance C. gymnasium D. solidarity 
V. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest: 
 16.  A.  exist  B. exactly  C. exhaust D. extinction  
 17.  A.  sugar  B.  sun C.  solar D.  such     
 18.  A. stopped                   B. improved  C. pushed  D.  watched                           
VI. Circle the best answer for each sentence. 
 19. The most important thing is to keep yourself occupied. 
 A. relaxed B. comfortable C. busy D. free 
 20. By the time Bill (get) ___ there, the meeting (start) ___ . 
 A. had got/ started B. has got/ started C. got/ has started D. got/ had started 
 21. The Asian Games have been advancing ……………all aspects.   
 A.  on     B.  in      C.  at        D.  for 
 22.  I like the book ____ you lent me last week.     
 A. who B. when C.  x    D. where  
 23. It is the woman that _____ English at the language centre. 
 A. was teaching B. had taught C. teaches D.  has taught  
 24.  You should not indulge yourself ____ anything that can form a bad habit. 
 A. at B. on       C. in    D. for  
 25. The workers (work) __ in the firm at the moment. 
 A. work B. were working C. are working D. is working 
 26. You (do) ____ your homework yesterday evening? 
 A. Did...do B. Have...done C. Do...do D. Are...doing 
 27. How many times  you (see) ___him since he went to Wales?   
 A. did ... see B. had... seen C. have... seen D. has ...seen 
 28.  There were many scientists at the meeting, several of ____ were very young. 
 A.  who B.  which C.  whom D.  that   
 29. Experts ………..feel that they are related to the deep wishes and fears of the dreamer. 
 A.  study dreams B.  who dream study C. whose dream study D.  who study dreams 
 30. It was the boy ______I  told you about. 
 A.  which B.  that C.  whose D. All are correct 
 31.  ____taught me how to collect butterflies. 
 A. My father B. It is my father C.  It was my father D. It was my father whom 
 32.  My uncle is interested in ____ stamps.   
 A. collected B. collecting         C. collects D.  collect 

VII. Rewrite the sentences as guided in brackets. 

1. Reading books keeps me occupied. ( SUBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

2. We met each other at this tower. ( ADVERBIAL  focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

3. Have you seen the book ? I left it here on the desk. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

4. The girl is Helen. I have talked to you about her.  ( whom       → The girl………..  ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. I met the same boy yesterday. ( OBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

6. A boy’s bike was taken. He visited the police station.  ( whose        → The boy…………………  )  

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

7. I think that my boss is the person. I admire him  most. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

8. I go to the shop in the centre. It is cheaper.  (that     → The shop in the centre……………… )  

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 
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  I. Circle the best answer for each sentence. 
 1.  I like the book ____ you lent me last week.     
 A. when B. where C. who D.  x    
 2. It was the boy ______I  told you about. 
 A.  which B.  whose C. All are correct D.  that    
 3. Experts ………..feel that they are related to the deep wishes and fears of the dreamer. 
 A.  study dreams B.  who dream study C.  who study dreams D. whose dream study  
 4. How many times  you (see) ___him since he went to Wales?   
 A. had... seen B. has ...seen C. did ... see D. have... seen 
 5.  My uncle is interested in ____ stamps.   
 A. collecting         B. collects C.  collect D. collected  
 6.  There were many scientists at the meeting, several of ____ were very young. 
 A.  that B.  which C.  who D.  whom 
 7.  You should not indulge yourself ____ anything that can form a bad habit. 
 A. in    B. at C. for D. on       
 8. It is the woman that _____ English at the language centre. 
 A.  has taught B. had taught C. was teaching D. teaches 
 9. You (do) ____ your homework yesterday evening? 
 A. Are...doing B. Did...do C. Do...do D. Have...done 
 10. The most important thing is to keep yourself occupied. 
 A. free B. relaxed C. busy D. comfortable 
 11. The workers (work) __ in the firm at the moment. 
 A. were working B. is working C. work D. are working 
 12.  ____taught me how to collect butterflies. 
 A.  It was my father B. It is my father C. It was my father whom D. My father 
 13. The Asian Games have been advancing ……………all aspects.   
 A.  for B.  at        C.  on     D.  in      
 14. By the time Bill (get) ___ there, the meeting (start) ___ . 
 A. had got/ started B. got/ has started C. got/ had started D. has got/ started 
II. Choose a word in each line that has different stress pattern: 
 15.  A. advance B. gymnasium C. variety D. solidarity 
 16.  A. participate B. appreciate  C. biology D. introduce  
III. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 
        Stamp collecting is the collecting of postage stamps and related objects, such as envelopes or packages with 
stamps on them. It is one of the world's most popular hobbies, with estimates of the number of collectors ranging up to 
twenty million in the United States alone. 
        Many casual collectors enjoy accumulating stamps without worrying about the tiny details, but the creation of a 
large or comprehensive collection generally requires some philatelic knowledge. This is especially important for those 
who intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
        Stamp collectors are an important source of revenue for some small countries that create limited runs of elaborate 
stamps designed mainly to be bought by stamp collectors. The stamps produced by these countries far exceed the 
postal needs of the countries. 
        Some collectors, observing the generally rising prices of rare stamps, have taken to Philatelic Investment. Rare 
stamps are among the most portable of tangible investments, and are easy to store. They offer an attractive alternative 
to art, other collectible investments, and precious metals. 
 17. The estimated number of stamp collectors in the United States is _________. 
 A. 22 million B. 12 million C. 20 million D. 21 million 
 18. Why have some collectors taken to Philatelic investment? - Because they ________ 
 A.  have observed the generally rising prices of rare stamps. 
 B. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C. have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
 D. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 19. Philatelic knowledge is especially important for those who _________. 
 A. intend to spend large amounts for stamps. 
 B. haven't observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 C.  have observed the generally low prices of stamps. 
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 D. have observed the generally rising prices of stamps. 
 20. The word they in paragraph 4 refers to __________. 
 A. Rare stamps  B. Small countries 
 C. Stamp collectors   D. The prices of rare stamps 
IV. Choose the best option to fill in each blank from 21 to 25 
 The 14th Asian Games, (21)_______ were held in Busan, Korea in 2002, attracted 9,919 (22)_______ from 44 
countries. They competed in 38 different sports and won 427 gold medals. The Vietnamese participants took 
(23)_______ in this event with great enthusiasm. Their efforts were much appreciated when they won 2 gold medals 
(24)_______ bodybuilding and billards, and 2 others in women's karatedo. It is hoped that in the near future, Vietnam 
will become a host country and receive more medals in a variety of sports (25)_______. 
 21.  A. at which B. at that C. that D. which 
 22.  A. audience B. viewers C. athletes D. spectators 
 23.  A. notes B. notice C. part D. role 
 24.  A. on  B. for C. in  D. at 
 25.  A. events B. problems C. athletes D. cultures  
V. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest: 
 26.  A.  sun B.  solar C.  sugar    D.  such   
 27.  A. exactly  B. exhaust C.  exist    D. extinction  
 28.  A.  watched                  B. stopped                   C. pushed        D. improved  
VI. Circle the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.  
 29. The flight on it  I  wanted  to travel was fully booked . 

                         A             B         C                       D 
 30. Mark's known for ages that his parents are coming to stay with us this weekend, but it was only yesterday did  he  told  me. 
                           A                                                     B                                                                      C                                           D  
 31.  My father is an accomplishment guitarist.                      

          A                 B             C               D  
 32. Keep   fish  is   my brother's hobby.  

           A         B   C                  D 

VII. Rewrite the sentences as guided in brackets. 

1. Reading books keeps me occupied. ( SUBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

2. We met each other at this tower. ( ADVERBIAL  focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

3. I go to the shop in the centre. It is cheaper.  (that     → The shop in the centre……………… )  

->......................................................................................................................................................................  

4. Have you seen the book ? I left it here on the desk. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

5. The girl is Helen. I have talked to you about her.  ( whom       → The girl………..  ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

6. I met the same boy yesterday. ( OBJECT focus) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

7. A boy’s bike was taken. He visited the police station.  ( whose        → The boy…………………  )  

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 

8. I think that my boss is the person. I admire him  most. ( kết hợp câu, lược bỏ đại từ quan hệ) 

->...................................................................................................................................................................... 
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